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Summary
We considcr the location-scale faniily of all nrultivariate continuous sampling distributions. Any tnodel from t.he subclass induced by fixing a particular distribution on the unit.
sphc~re,, combine~d with a standard improper prior on the scale paranteter, will lead to the
satne inícrcure ou location ancí observ~ables. This finding sheds light on many robustness
rosults in lcss general rnodels and its implications are illustrated in a number of examples.
Some key words: Bayesian inference; Cardioid distribution; Model robustness; Multivariate
distribution theory; Nuisance pazameter.

1. Introduction
In the location-scale model we are often interested in the location parameter, whereas
the scale may just be a nuisance pararneter. Inference on missing values of the observables
could also be a reason for studying these models. In a Bayesian context, these considerations translatc to focussing our attention on the joint density of the observables, a, and the
location parametcr, ~1. Bayesian modcls that lcad to the same p(x, ~a) are called mazginally
equivalent, following Osiewalski and Steel (1993c).
The main result of this paper is that all sampling models from the general continuous
multivariate location-scale faznily, combined with a standard itnproper reference prior on
the scale parameter, are marginally equivalent, provided we fix the distribution over the
unit sphcre. In other words, the conditional distribution of the radius given the point on the
sphere does not affect p(x, p) and thus the ensueing posterior density of te or the predictive
density. Some examples based on the cardioid circulaz distribution clearly illustrate that
many very different sampling densities can still lead to mazginally equivalent models, i.e.
the same inference on p and unobserved elements of r.
We consider general continuous multivariate distributions which constitute the final
atage of a series of subsequent generalizations. In decreasing order of generality, we mention v-spherical distributions, as introduced in an, as yet, unpublished paper by the present
authors (Cent.ER Discussion Paper 9374, Tilburg University), henceforth denoted by FOS,
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ly-spherical ciistributions, cíefined in Osiewalski and Steel (1993b), and spherical distributiou,, ati discussc~d in Ke~lker (1970), Cambanis et aL (1981), Dickey and Chen (1985) and
Faufi ct a.l. (1990, Chapters 2-4). Similar robustness results in thcsr special cases arc
generalized arrd put in a broader perspective here.

2. Marginal Equivalence
In this paper we shall analyze the general location-scale family of continuous multivariate distributions. In particular, we consider the sampling density p(xl~s,r), where
x- p}- r-~y, ~ E Ji", r E~~ and P(ylW,r) - f(y) is a proper density in Ji" (n 1 2).
Thus
P(xlp,r) - r"f{r(x - p)},

(2.1)

wit.h x-(xr,... ,x") E ~li", p a location pararneter and r-r a scale parameter. Throughout. the papc~r, all densitics are taken with respect to Lebesgue mcasure in the corresponding
spacc.
A full Bayesian model will consist of a sampling density from (2.1) combined with a
prior ciensity on the parameters (p, r), either proper or improper. In practice, our interest
will focus on the location parameter, {r, which may be reparameterized in terms of a lower
dimensional vcctor, whercas r will typically be a nuisance pazameter. In addition, we may
be interested in prediction of unobserved elements of x.
Tlrese cuusiderations naturally lcad to the concept of marginal equivalence, as introduced in Osiewalski and Stcel (1993c). In particular, two Bayesian models with different
sampling densities from thc family (2.1) and potentially different priors are marginally
equivalent for x and f~ if both models lead to the same density p(x, ~e). Note that p(x, p)
simply corresponds to the joint density of r-ry and p, evaluated at (x - p,~). Therefore,
our attention will be focussed on p(r-~y,~).
We rrow express y E~" as y- u h(w), where u- IIyII E~t is the Euclidean norm of y
and h(w) - y~IIJII E S"-~, the unit sphere. In order to facilitate variable transformations,
we represent the sphere in terms of w E S2 C 32"-r through a one-to-one function h(.) with
continuous first order paztial derivatives. For example, we shall often characterize points
in S"-r through angulaz polar coordinates.

We factorize the joint density function of (u, w), into the marginal density of w, denoted
by f2(w), and the conditional density of u given w, fr(u;w). Observe that then properness
of f(y) is equivalent to both f2(w) and fr(u;w) being proper. Clcarly, for a given h(.),
f1(w) uniquely determines a probability measure over the unit sphere.
Wc rernind thc rcader that the Bayesian ruodcls considered here can differ in the choicc
uf f(.), :wd tlicrcforc fr(.) and fZ(.), and in thc choicc of p('c,r).
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3. Inference Robustness under an Improper Prior
In a location-scale model, we often do not possess real prior information regarding the
uuisance parautet.er r. A conmion solution to this problem is to specify a prior density
which is wiifornt on lug r and has thc following product struc-turc:
P~l~, r) - P(I')1'(r) - p(l~)c'r-~,

(c ) 0).

(3.1)

Aclopting this refercnre prior in our framework has an interesting conseqnence, as is formailizecí iu the following thcorem.
Theorem. If p(x~p,r) - r"f{r(~ - p)} and p(p,r) - p(p)cr-' (c ~ 0), then the joint
density p(a,N) does not depend on f~(u;w).
Proof: Considerz - r-'u, sothat p(u,w, p,z) - f~(u;w)f2(w)p(p)cz-'. Thus, p(w,tt,z) fz(w)p(p)cz-~ and does not depend on f~(u;w). Therefore, p(zh(w),p) and p(a,tr) do not
depend on f~(u; w) either.
~
The key to this result is the fact that the density p(r) - cr-' is invariant under the
transfortnxtion z- r-' u for arty value of u, 0, so that u disappears once we make the
variable transformation from r to z. No other prior than (3.1) will induce this particular
property.
Thc, Thcoretn itnplies that if we fix the distribution on the unit sphere by choosing a
pata-ticular h(w) and fi(w), the conditirntal distribution of the radius, given by f~(u; w), does
not. inHuence t.hc resulting cíensity p(a,Ec). This rneans that all Bayesian models consisting
of a satnpling model from a subclass in (2.1) induced by a particular f2(w), given i~(w),
artd a prior corresponding to (3.1) are marginally equivalent. Choosing a distribution
on the unit sphere, S"-', in combination with (3.1) suffices to obtain perfect robustness
of posterior inference on Fi with respect to any choice of a proper density f~(u;w). Of
course, in orcíer to deduce a proper posterior density p(p~x) from p(x,ta), we need that the
prcdictive density p(x) is finite. In addition, we achieve robustness of predictive inference
on tmobserved elements of x, say af, given the observations, say xo, where properness of
p(x f~xo) rcquires that p(.zo) G oo.
Clearly, by varying fl(.), we cazt obtain dramatically different sampling models that
will, however, still lead to the same inferences on x and p. Section 5 will provide some
illustrative examples.

4. The Case of General Priors
In order to examine marginal equivalence under other prior structures than (3.1), an
explicit expression for p(:c, p) proves useful.

Denoting the Jacobian of the transformation from (u,w) to y by u"-'s(w), where s(.)
depends on the form of h(.) adopted, we can express the density f(y) as the product of
fl(u;w)fZ(w) and the inverse of this Jacobian. This immediately leads to the following
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expression for p(r., fe):

xIlx - ~II 1-n
ll f~ ~L ~ II x- ~II
P(x,~) -S { h- ~ (l r-uIIJ

Jo ~ Ïi Sl r~~x - 1~~~~ h~`~~x - lr~~ ~~ rP(l~, r)dr.
Thus, gíven h(w), atiy set of combinations of fz(w), fi(u;w) and p(Fi,r), the latter eithcr
proper or icnproper, that leads to the same p(x, fi) in (4.1) defines a class of marginally
equivalent Bayesian modcls. In particular, if we fix the distribution ovcr the unit sphere,
margina] equivalence is characterized by pairs of f~(u; w) and p(p, r) that lead to the same
value of the integral in (4.1). Examples of such marginal equivalence can be constructed
cíirectly from the univariate integral identities in Appendix B of FOS.

From thc~ Theorem we know that under the invariant prior (3.1) any choice of a proper
f~(u;w) will give us a mazginally equivalent model. The latter class will be characterized
by
P(x, Fc) -

c ~~x - Fc~~-n

g{h- ~lr~r)}

f2 ! h-'

l

I

` x- 1~~~ ~~

P(Fc)-

5. Examples
The thcory will now be illustrated by some examples in the bivariat.e case (n - 2).

A well-known circular distribution on the unit sphere, S', is the cardioid distribution,
which corresponds to the following density function in polar coordinates
f~(w) -

1 f 2p cos w
2~
I[o,z,c)(w),

where ~p~ c 1~2. Nachtsheim and Johnson (1988) combine (5.1) with an independent
Gamma(n~2,1~2) distribution on u~, leading to
fi (u;w) - uexp(-u2~2)I(0.~)(u).

(5.2)

They use many other nonuniform distributions on the sphere, keeping f~(u;w) fixed at
(5.2), and call the resulting distributions anisotropic. In this Section, however, we fix
f2(w) to be the cazdioid density in (5.1) with p - 0.3 and vary the choice of fl(u;w).
Thus, following our Theorem, we generate sampling distributions that all lead to
marginally equivalent Bayesian models, provicícd we use the impropcr prior in (3.1) for
P(li, r).
Pauel a of Figure 1 shows thc density fiinction of y- r(x - p) corresponding to
(5.2) in Cartesian coordinates, whereas panel b gives its isodensity contours. The latter
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convcutiou will bc followcd throughout. this Scctiou. Fígttres 2 throttgh 4 corresponcl to
Gaututa, Im-c,rtcd Bcta and Bcta spccifications for ft(u;w). In part.icular, wc Lavc chuscn
filrc:w) - fr.(u~20, 1) - {r(20)}-~urscxp(-u)Ita,~t(rt)
fi (rt:w) - fie(u]1,?,~~ f 1) -(1
-~ w'~)~ ~1 ~ 1 f w~~

r
1(c,~)(u)

fi(tt; w) - Ía(u~(w -~r)~ f 1~2,1~2, 10)
I'{(w - n)2 f 1}

u(W- ~1'-tl2

- l0ar~t I' {(w - n)~ -F 2 } ~10~

u-tlz

~1 - 10~

1(o'to}(u)~

Insert Figures 1 to 4
Note that fb(u;w) retains the iudependence between u and w found in (5.2), yet leads
to vcry diffcrcnt. isodensity contours. This forccfully illustrates that fr(u;w) is not the
labclliug fitnction, even uncíer iucíepencíenee. Eqtilvaleut.ly, choosing fz(w) generally does
not define the isodensity sets. In the special case of v-spherical distributions as introduced
in FOS, where f(.) - g{v(.)} and v(-) and g(.) are subject to certain restrictions, choosing
fl(w) is equivalent to choosing v(.), which determines the isodensity sets, whereas ft (u;w)
uniquely identifies thc labelling function g(.) given v(.). In particular, we then obtain
fz(w) oc s(w)~c~{h(w)}]-" and fr(u;w) a u"-tg[uv{h(w)}]. If we specialize further to !yspherical distributions, introduced in Osiewalski and Steel (1993b), we choose v(.) to be
the Iq-nonn, where q- 2 corresponds to the usual definition of sphericity.
The last two examples introduce dependence between u and w. In addition, fi(u;w)
does not take the same values for w- 0 as for w - 2a and thus leads to discontinuities in
the density function in Cartesian coordinates. The last example concentrates all the mass
within the circle with radius 10 and does not lead to a bounde.d density function. The
density plot in Figure 4a is thus truncated.

In contrast to v-spherical distributions, isodensity sets are not necessarily located
around a common point, as is illustrated by Figures 2 and 4, corresponding to f~(u;w)
and Íi (u~w).
We reiterate that posterior inference on the location parameter of the corresponding
sampling densities of z - p~- T- t y, as well as predictive inference on 2 itself, is exactly
the same in all the examples discussed above. Any choice of a proper density ft(u;w) in
combination with (5.1) will constitute a model that is marginally equivalent to the cardioid
model of Nachtsheim aud Johnson (1988), provided we use prior (3.1), howevcr differcnt
thc shape of thc density fimction and the isodensity sets may be. Of course, the Thcorem
applics to any other proper density fz(w) as well.

6. Concluding Remarks
In the general class of location-scale models with continuous multivariate distributions
(2.1), we find that using a common reference prior on the scale will result in the samc
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posterior inference on the location parameter and the same predictive inference on ~,
within a subclass of (2.1) induced by a commou distribution over the tmit sphere. This
very general result implies that we can gene.rate a continuum of potentially very different
sampling distributions, by varying the proper conditional density of the radius, keeping the
distribution on the spherc fixed, that all lead to marginally equivalent Bayesian models.
So fa.r, wc havc bcen interested iu the fonn of p(x,p). Let us uow consider p(r~x,(i),
t.ho rcmniniul; factor of our Baycsiau mocicl P(:r,{e,r). If x is fitlly obscrvcd, P(r~r,lc) ia
thc~ conelitional posterior dcnsity of r given (i. Under the conditions of the Thcorem, wc
obtain
P(r~x, tl) - ~~2 - f~~~ft

x - f~~~ ~~
l
~rll
x - l~ll; h-t `~~y

(6.1)

The latter dettsity sunmiarites the entire irtfluence of the choice of f t(.) and does not
dcpcnd ou thc forrn of fz(.). Thus, given (i, posterior infcrence on t.he scale pararneter
is uua.ffi~ctcd hy t.hc dist.ribut.ion ou thc sphcrc. Howcvcr, this couditional robustncss is
lost whcn wc calculate the nrarginal postcrior p(r~a). In addition, r is updated by thc
sample information and its conditional posterior iu (6.1), which is a proper density, does
not replicate the functional form of the prior in (3.1). Therefore, our Theorem does not
hold for more than one independent vector observation from (2.1) and achieving inference
robustness u~erns itnpossible in the case with repeated sampling.
The ThMirem can straightforwazdly be generalized to the case where we sample from
t- Az with x distributed according to (2.1) and A a nonsingular matrix function of a
parazneter vector r). In that case, the conditions of the Theorem combined with any prior
p(N., rO will lead to a density p(t, (a, p) which does not depend on fr (.). Thus, the robustness
result.s extend to thc posterior distribution of r( as well, if the latter exists.
This papcr gc~neralizes ancl puts in perspective a host of earlicr papers in multivariatc
distribution thc~ory. Spccial ca,~s of our thcorcrn wcrc discussecí in Zcllncr (19ï6) for thc
tnultivariatc Stucíent-t regression model, whercas Jammalamadaka et al. (1987), Chib et
aL (1988, 1991) and Osiewalski (1991) treated the case of scale mixtures of Normals,
generalized to ellipticity in Iz in Osiewalski and Steel (1993a,c). Finally, (y-spherical and
v-spherical distributions were introduced and examined by Osiewalski and Steel (1993b)
ancí FOS, respectively. The result in this paper clarifies the nature of the robustness
results found in the papers mentioned above: we achieve robustness with respect to the
conditional distribution of the radius, and not, in general, with respect to the labelling
firnction. In tlie previous papers, both types of robustness were confounded but the general
framework considered in this paper allows us to clearly establish the underlying nature of
all these tnarginal equivalence results. In addition, the fundamental cause is seen to reside
in invariance of the improper prior on the scale parameter.
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